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43 Natural Alternatives for Cystic Fibrosis 






Many individuals with cystic fibrosis have difficulty with lung infections developing into pneumonia, especially Pseudomonas. Many plant materials are being researched for their therapeutic value for our immune and lung health. Here are 43 natural substances that have been researched to possibly improve the lung status of people with cystic fibro... 
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Extreme Toxicity of Roundup Destroys GM/Non-GM 'Substantial Equivalence' Argument 






If Monsanto's Roundup herbicide were actually 'safer than table salt' as they once advertised, the consumption of GM food wouldn't be nearly as controversial. The truth, however, is that virtually all GM food today contains residues of this toxic chemical, which disproves that GM and non-GM foods are 'substantially equivalent," which is the prima... 
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Roundup Accumulates in GMO Food, Proving Its Lack of Safety 






An important new manuscript accepted for publication in the journal Food Chemistry disproves the widely held notion that GMO crops are 'substantially equivalent' to their traditional counterparts; a notion which forms the basis for national and international agencies – including the U.S. FDA, the United Nation's Food and Agriculture Organization ... 
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Tracking & Mitigating Radiation Poisoning from the Inside Out 






This article focuses on internal exposure to ionizing radiation, its detrimental effects on health, and what nutrition-related steps you can take to reduce exposure and absorption in the body.
We are all exposed to radiation in some form and very likely on a daily basis. However what this daily dose of radiation means to you depends on what type... 
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Roll Up Your Sleeves Folks: 271 New Vaccines in Big Pharma’s Pipeline 






As of 2013, Big Pharma has had plans for the development of 271 new vaccines covering an array of diseases.  Into Whose Bodies Will They be Injected?
"No vaccine manufacturer shall be liable...for damages arising from a vaccine-related injury or death." – President Ronald Wilson Reagan, as he signed The Natio... 
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Is Your Uber Air Freshener Making You Sick? 






Originally published on KellyBroganMD.com
Millions are unwittingly being exposed to air fresheners laced with toxic, synthetic chemicals
I opened the window to the 27 degree NYC air. My driver asked if I wanted him to turn the heat off, and I said, "no it's the air freshener. It's really too much." 
"Too much?! You're supposed to like it... 
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Consumer Alert: Air Fresheners 






An astounding 19 pages of chemicals go into making one commonly used brand of air freshener, representing just how poorly regulated and toxic this increasingly popular class of consumer products is.
You've probably seen pictures of people navigating urban cityscapes, their noses and mouths covered by medical masks to safeguard against toxic air ... 
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The Clear Legal Basis that Vaccines Cause Autism 






GreenMedInfo exclusive excerpt from the upcoming book, How to End the Autism Epidemic.
"I also find, with a high degree of medical certainty, that the set of immunizations administered to Yates at age 11 months while he was ill was the immediate cause of his autistic regression because of the effect of these immunizations to further impair th... 
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Anti-Vaccination; Pro-Science; Pro-Health; Anti-Industry 






There are unanswered questions about vaccine safety. We need studies on vaccinated populations based on various schedules and doses as well as individual patient susceptibilities that we are continuing to learn about. No one should be threatened by the pursuit of this knowledge. Vaccine policy should be the subject of frank and open debate, wi... 
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Welcome to Calipharma: Where Your Children are For Profit and Parental Freedoms are Nonexistent 






Don't California my [Insert State Here]: The egregious injustice of SB276 and its trailer bill, which solidified sweeping vaccine legislation into law, was enacted under the false pretenses of fraudulent exemptions, targets medically fragile children, and will usher in an age of medical tyranny
"They came first for philosophical exemptions an... 
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This website is for information purposes only. By providing the information contained herein we are not diagnosing, treating, curing, mitigating, or preventing any type of disease or medical condition. Before beginning any type of natural, integrative or conventional treatment regimen, it is advisable to seek the advice of a licensed healthcare professional.
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